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Abstract 
  People in the host society usually decide the identity of immigrants by immigrant’s descent and 
race. However, such criteria of judgment easily lead to the “labeling” of immigrants as “non-
natives” and “forever foreigner”. And this kind of label is quite often placed on Overseas Chinese. 
Actually, the process of Overseas Chinese integrating into the host society has similarities with the 
history of the fusion of Hu and Han nationalities in Chinese history. Thus by comparing to the 
history of Hu and Han nationalities, a new standard to decide the identity of Chinese immigrants 
has been brought by this paper. The criteria to judge the identity of Overseas Chinese should not 
be based on descent and race, but on their cultural identity. The purpose of the paper is to enhance 
understanding of the difficulty of integrating into the host society faced by Overseas Chinese and 
tries to make some suggestions which may help to improve the hard situation of Overseas 
Chinese. 
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4 
Introduction 
Nowadays people in the host society usually decide the identity of immigrants or the question of 
“who are they?” by immigrant’s descent and race. However, such criteria of judgment easily lead 
to the “labeling” of immigrants as “non-natives” and “forever foreigner”. This kind of label is 
quite often placed on Overseas Chinese (Chinese who migrate to other countries), especially first 
generation and second generation Overseas Chinese. According to the news on Chinaqw, one day 
a Chinese mother went shopping with her son at Le Brentele shopping mall in Italy, the shop was 
giving away balloons to young children. Thus her little son also asked for a balloon. However, the 
manager of that shop refused and said “I can’t give it to you, because you are Chinese”. The mom 
got angry, she said to the media: “Indeed, I am Chinese, but I have lived in Italy for so many 
years, my husband is Italian, our son was also born in Italy, such discrimination against a 3-year-
old boy is so incredible.”1 The experience of the Chinese mother shows that even if she had 
moved to Italy for many years and has completely adapted to Italian language and culture, the host 
society still recognizes her as Overseas Chinese because of her Chinese face, that is her descent 
and thus causes prejudice and stereotype. As Zhou Min says although overseas Chinese as a group 
have done as well at school and work as whites and some members have achieved full assimilation 
by marrying natives, they still encounter dual stereotypes of the “model minority” and the “forever 
foreigner”.2 However, this is just one of the examples of Chinese immigrants being excluded 
abroad. Congressman David Wu once was invited by the Asian-American employees of the U.S. 
Department of Energy to give a speech in celebration of Asian-American Heritage Month. Yet, he 
and his Asian-American staff were not allowed into the department building, even after presenting 
their congressional Identification, and were repeatedly asked about their citizenship and country of 
origin. They were told that this was standard procedure for the Department of Energy and that a 
congressional ID card was not a reliable document. However, the next day, a congressman of 
Italian descent was allowed to enter the same building with his congressional ID card, no 
questions asked.3 This is a typical stereotype of the “honorary white” or model minority goes 
hand-in-hand with that of the “forever foreigner”.4 Although the word “Asian-American” or more 
specifically “Chinese-American” is widely used today, and it seems like an umbrella category for 
Overseas Chinese, the difference between “Chinese-American” and “American” actually reflects 
their difficulty of being American and still hold the ethnic minority identity. For instance, Chinese 
Americans are still depicted in a different way as that for natives. Two articles in 1966 by William 
Petersen in the New York Times Magazine and US News & World Report staff congratulated 
Chinese Americans on their persistence in overcoming extreme hardships and discrimination to 
achieve success, unmatched even by U.S.-born whites, with “their own almost totally unaided 
effort” and “no help from anyone else.”5 On the surface, Chinese Americans seems to become 
white gradually, but they are still forever foreigner compared to natives. Under such identity 
criteria, as long as Overseas Chinese still have their Chinese facial features or their Chinese blood, 
 
1 http://www.chinaqw.com/hqhr/2018/01-03/174101.shtml 
2 Zhou, Min. "Segmented Assimilation and Socio-economic Integration of Chinese Immigrant Children in the 
USA." Ethnic and Racial Studies 37.7 (2014): 1172-183. 
3 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
4 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
5 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
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they will find it quite hard to fully integrate into the host society, which means they cannot enjoy 
equal treatments as natives and they have to experience difference from natives simply because of 
their race. Just like Soon Keong Ong mentioned: 
 
His ancestors may have left our shores a hundred or more years ago. But look at him, his face 
betrays that he is a Chinese; talk with him, his tongue proves that he is a Chinese, investigate into 
his religious beliefs, his mode of living, the marital relations of his family, the hold of the word 
“China” has on him, and one cannot but be convinced that after all he is a Chinese.6 
 
Do the Overseas Chinese feel integrated? In this paper, I am going to make a comparison with the 
process experienced during the fusion of the Hu and Han nationalities. It is which culture they 
agree that matters the most. In other words, the criteria to judge the identity of Overseas Chinese 
should not be based on descent and race, but on their cultural identity. If they hold positive 
attitude to integrate into the host society (learning local language, customs……), they should not 
be recognized as “others” and enjoy same rights and opportunities as local people.  
The process of Overseas Chinese integrating into the host society has similarities with the history 
of the fusion of Hu and Han nationalities in Chinese history (Sui and Tang Dynasties). Chen 
Yinke wrote in his book Draft essays on the origins of Sui and Tang institutions “All in all, issues 
related to Hu and Han nationalities in the history of Northern dynasty were actually about the 
fusion of the two nationalities rather than the descent of the two nationalities. In that time, the so 
called “Hu people” and “Han people” were distinguished by their cultural identities rather than 
their races, which mean cultural identity outweighed descent and race.”7 In the past, many aspects 
of the integration of Overseas Chinese have already been talked about like Chinese American 
intermarriage8, the spirit of Overseas Chinese capitalism9, Overseas Chinese as economic 
energizer10, segmented assimilation of second generation Chinese immigrant in USA11. Among 
these academic works some analyze integration of Overseas Chinese only as a part of Asians’ 
integration abroad. For instance, Nazli Kibria used examples of Chinese American and Korean 
American together to explore the ethnicity of Asian American12, and Zhou Min combined 
researches of Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese and Cambodians living in America to study Asian 
 
6 Ong, Soon Keong. "“Chinese, but Not Quite”: Huaqiao and the Marginalization of the Overseas 
Chinese." Journal of Chinese Overseas 9.1 (2013): 1-32. 
7 Chen, Yinke. Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan Lüe Lun Gao. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1963.  
8 Sung, Betty. "Chinese American Intermarriage." Journal of Comparative Family Studies 21.3 (1990): 337-
352. 
9 Chuah, Swee, Hoon Hoffmann, Robert Ramasamy, and Bala Tan. "Is There a Spirit of Overseas Chinese 
Capitalism ?" Small Business Economics 47.4 (2016): 1095-118.  
10 Cheung, Gordon C. K. "Involuntary Migrants, Political Revolutionaries and Economic Energisers: A History 
of the Image of Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia." Journal of Contemporary China 14.42 (2005): 55-66. 
11 Zhou, Min. "Segmented Assimilation and Socio-economic Integration of Chinese Immigrant Children in the 
USA." Ethnic and Racial Studies 37.7 (2014): 1172-183. 
12 Kibria, Nazli. "The Construction of 'Asian American': Reflections on Intermarriage and Ethnic Identity 
among Second-generation Chinese and Korean Americans." Ethnic and Racial Studies 20.3 (1997): 523-544. 
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Americans’ experience of being labeled as “model minority”13. Those works analyzed the 
integration of Overseas Chinese more from the perspective of pan-Asian ethnogenesis. They 
concluded that Asian immigrants are racially labeled as Asian by the dominant society and most 
Americans see Asians as “forever foreign”.14 Besides, there were academic works which focused 
on Overseas Chinese, but most of them only concentrated Overseas Chinese in one country. For 
example, Cao Yunhua concentrated on Overseas Chinese in Thailand to study the integration of 
Chinese in Thailand via intermarriage15, and Yin Wenjuan concentrated on Overseas Chinese in 
France to study integration of Chinese in France who followed the dominant religion in the host 
society. She came to the conclusion that following the dominant religion does help Overseas 
Chinese in France to be accepted by the host society.16 However, this paper not only focuses on 
Overseas Chinese but also breaks the geographical limitation on analysis of Overseas Chinese. 
The author found a new perspective to analyze the difficulties of overseas Chinese by making 
comparison with the fusion of the Hu and Han nationalities in Chinese history. This dissertation 
studies identity construction of Overseas Chinese and the “de-labeling” of their identity. Labeling 
is describing someone or something in a word or short phrase.17 Labeling of Overseas Chinese 
refers to the reality that no matter how hard Overseas Chinese has tried to integrate, the host 
society equated them as forever foreigner because of their descent. Therefore, in order to integrate 
Overseas Chinese has to do identity construction, which means to create a new identity in the host 
society through ways like getting married with a native and thus weakening their original identity 
as Chinese and foreigner. The paper also analyzes the eagerness of the sense of belonging of 
Overseas Chinese while being marginalized. The sense of belonging is a component of relatedness 
and connectedness among an individual, family or social group, a basic need which is placed third 
in Maslow’s hierarchy.18 Maslow described human needs into five stages: physiological, safety, 
love/belonging, esteem and self-actualization. Moreover, sense of belonging is also a sense of 
personal involvement in a social system so that persons feel themselves to be an indispensable and 
integral part of the system.19 This paper aims to enhance understanding of the difficulty of 
integrating into the host society faced by Overseas Chinese and makes some suggestion which 
may help to improve the hard situation of Overseas Chinese. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
14 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
15曹云华. "从族际通婚看泰国华人与当地民族的关系." 东南亚研究 2 (2001): 4-13. 
16尹文涓, and Yin Wenjuan. "法国华人移民的信仰与融入:关于天主教巴黎华人教会的调查." 福建论坛
（人文社会科学版） 12 (2010): 64-69.  
17 https://www.dictionary.com/browse/labelling 
18 Hill, Doris Leal. "Sense Of Belonging As Connectedness, American Indian Worldview, And Mental Health." 
Archives of Psychiatric Nursing 20.5 (2006): 210-216. 
19 Hagerty, Bonnie M.K. et al. "Sense of Belonging: A Vital Mental Health Concept." Archives of Psychiatric 
Nursing 6.3 (1992): 172-177. 
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Methodology 
 
To do this research, the author conducted structured and semi-structured interviews with ten 
interviewees. Seven of them are Overseas Chinese, two of them work with affairs related to 
Overseas Chinese and one of them was a random interviewee at the activity of QWOS GROUP 
(Qiaowai Immigration Company). QWOS GROUP is the leading immigration company in China 
which was founded in 1999. Its business includes more than 21 countries’ immigration programs. 
While structured interview has a series of questions which should not be changed, semi-structured 
interview is more open. It allows new ideas and inspirations to come up during the interview. 
Among the ten interviews, seven of them were face-to-face interview while the others were 
conducted through video chat on Chinese social media Wechat. Since all of them are Chinese, the 
interviews were conducted in Chinese language. All the participants were told by the author about 
the thoughts and purpose related to this study. The interviews lasted from twenty minutes to two 
hours and were conversational. Besides, all interviewees were told by the author that their real 
names would not appear in this paper in order to protect the privacy of interviewees. And to avoid 
interviews being too formal and interviewees being too nervous, the interviews were not recorded, 
instead the author only took notes on notebook. Furthermore, about the place where the interviews 
were conducted, in Sarah A. Elwood’s research, she frames the question of interview locations in 
terms of convenience for participants and researchers, suggesting that the location should, for 
instance, be quiet and easy to find. And it is important to consider relationships and interactions in 
particular places---noting that participants might feel uncomfortable speaking freely about some 
issues in places where other people are present and might overhear the conversation.20 Therefore, 
as most of the interviewees are acquaintances of the author, thus most of the interviews were done 
in private spaces like the office of the interviewee, the home of the interviewee or from a 
convenient place via video chat which is more flexible and private. Moreover, the author also 
asked and got allowed to do the interview with three interviewees in their homes separately. The 
ability to conduct interviews in interviewees’ home was ideal to the author, since such interview 
location can provide an important opportunity for researchers to make observations that generate 
richer and more detailed information than can be gleaned from the interview content alone. These 
observations can both generate new information and give the researcher a stronger understanding 
of issues explicitly discussed in the interview.21 For example, while doing the interviews at home 
of interviewees, some of them showed photos with natives in the host society while others 
displayed old steamer tickets to United States. Furthermore, compared to working with newly 
encountered interviewees, the fact that the author and the interviewees already knew each other 
does have positive aspects. The interviewees are less nervous and cautious and are more willing to 
tell the author about their immigration stories, experiences abroad and even some private 
experiences which newly encountered interviewees may not be willing to tell. Such deep 
conversation and interview based on the fact that the interviewer and the interviewees already 
knew each other helps the author to better understand the feeling of the interviewees and thus get 
 
20 Elwood, Sarah, and Deborah Martin. ""Placing" Interviews: Location and Scales of Power in Qualitative 
Research." The Professional Geographer 52.4 (2000): 649-657.  
21 Elwood, Sarah, and Deborah Martin. ""Placing" Interviews: Location and Scales of Power in Qualitative 
Research." The Professional Geographer 52.4 (2000): 649-657.  
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more primary research resources from the interview. Furthermore, to make the interview more 
reliable, the author also tried best to avoid common errors like poorly phrased questions which ar 
not understood by the applicant or interviewers talk too much, so that the applicant is denied 
sufficient opportunity for responding to questions.22 Finally, about the details of the interviewees, 
first of all, the interviews with Mr. Wang, a staff in Overseas Chinese Museum and Mr. Zhang 
who works in Overseas Chinese federation were conducted in their offices separately. Moreover, 
the interviews with Ms. Yan, her daughter Emily, Overseas Chinese in Australia and Ms. Lu the 
former principal of Overseas Chinese school were conducted in their homes separately. Besides, 
the interviews with Ms. Zhou, professor of Shanghai International Studies University, Mark who 
is a second generation Overseas Chinese, Mr. Zhao who is a master student in Melbourne 
University and Ms. Li who runs a Chinese restaurant in Prague were conducted through video chat 
on Wechat. Since the paper mainly talks about first and second generation Overseas Chinese, thus 
all the interviews were conducted on interviewees who are first generation Overseas Chinese or 
second generation Overseas Chinese.  
Except for primary sources like interviews, websites, archives, this paper also used the 
documentary “Chasing Dreams Abroad---Overseas Chinese” shot by Phoenix Satellite Television 
as primary sources. In this documentary, the stories of integration of several Overseas Chinese are 
recorded which helps the author to better understand what Overseas Chinese think about their 
integration into the host society and what they have done to better integrate. As Figueroa has 
proposed, documentary as one of audio-visual materials (a collection of narratives such as 
conversations, interviews, other sounds and visuals) can be used as qualitative methodology to 
develop insights about human social worlds because it is a piece of reality and may depict issues 
or problems of people in real time.23 And also it can share certain specific characteristics that are 
not present in face-to-face social interactions.24 Besides, the author also visited the Overseas 
Chinese Museum in Xiamen, Fujian, China and the house of a great Overseas Chinese Huang 
Yizhu (1868~1945) which is located on Gulang Island and has now been established as a museum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 Engel, Ross A., and Friedrichs, Dennie. "The Interview Can Be a Reliable Process." NASSP Bulletin64.432 
(1980): 85-91.  
23 Viswambharan, Aswathy P, and Kumar Ravi Priya. "Documentary Analysis as a Qualitative Methodology to 
Explore Disaster Mental Health: Insights from Analysing a Documentary on Communal Riots."Qualitative 
Research 16.1 (2016): 43-59. 
24 Figueroa, Silvana K. "The Grounded Theory and the Analysis of Audio-Visual Texts." International Journal of 
Social Research Methodology 11.1 (2008): 1-12. 
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1. Historical View 
 
1.1 The History of the fusion of Hu and Han Nationalities 
In Chinese history, Hu Nationality or Hu people refer to minority groups who lived in north 
and west north of today’s China. The use of the word “Hu” became widely used by native 
Chinese or Han nationality from about 317 AD which was the period of the so called “sixteen 
countries”. For example, Xiongnu, who inhabited in eastern Asia, Xianbei, who lived in 
eastern Mongolia and other minority groups like Qiang, Di and Jie were all called Hu 
nationality by native Chinese in Chinese history. Since the establishment of the Silk Road, the 
relationship between Hu people and Han people became closer and thus the fusion of the two 
nationalities also became more and more common. In essence, the fusion of Hu and Han 
nationality is the process of Hu people learning and accepting Han culture and Han people 
learning and accepting Hu culture, under open policies and warm welcomed attitude. The 
fusion of Hu and Han has long history. Take Gaochang region as an example, Gaochang 
region was located in west northern China near the Hexi Corridor in Han Dynasty (202~220 
AD). According to excavated document found in Turpan area, the population of Gaochang 
region kept rising during Han Dynasty, and among its population, Han people gradually 
became the majority.25 The document which was found in Tomb No. 524 in Astana area 
recorded a sacrificial ceremony in Gaochang region. From this document, we can find that 
people in Gaochang region not only held sacrificial ceremony for supernatural beings of Han 
culture, such as Shigeng, Fengbo, Shushen and Qinshanshen, but also for superbeing like 
Adbag in Hu culture which was the god of Sugda people. Moreover, both Hu and Han people 
in Gaochang region supplied for livestock which was used in one sacrificial ceremony. Sugda 
people became irreplaceable in industry and commerce in Gaochang region, they could also 
bought lands, joined agricultural activities and enjoyed same rights as Han people who were 
the majority groups in Gaochang region.26 Thus we can infer that in Gaochang region, Hu 
people who migrated from other places to Gaochang, did not experience marginalization and 
were not treated by the majority group (Han people) as “forever foreigner”. Furthermore, 
based on Zhi Yan Epitaph and Zhi Jinglun Epitaph, who belonged to Hu nationality but 
migrated to China and worked for Tang Dynasty, we can find that Zhi family originally 
belonged to Hu nationality and their surname was Rouzhi in Hu culture. However, their 
family moved to Henan province, China in 7th century, learned Han culture and gradually 
became sinicized. First of all, their first name shows their Sinicization, because their first 
name, Yan and Jinglun were typical words from Confucian culture which was the leading 
culture of Han nationality. Moreover, Zhi Yan Epitaph reads “雅好琴书，尤工射御” which 
means he loved reading classics of Confusianism, the leading culture of Han nationality, and 
played traditional Han musical instrument. He was also good at the theory of Liuyi (six skills) 
which were courses of Han educational system.27 His epitaph shows that as a Hu people who 
 
25宋晓梅. "我看高昌“俗事天神”──兼谈祆教的东传." 中国国家博物馆馆刊 02 (1998): 24-33. 
26宋晓梅. "我看高昌“俗事天神”──兼谈祆教的东传." 中国国家博物馆馆刊 02 (1998): 24-33. 
27毛阳光, and Mao Yangguang. "一支洛阳月氏胡人家族的汉化经历——以《支彦墓志》与《支敬伦墓志》
为中心 - The Course of Sinicization of a Rouzhi Family Living in Luoyang：A Discussion Centered on the ＂
Epitaph of Zhi Yan＂and the ＂Epitaph of Zhi Jinglun＂." 华夏考古 4 (2010): 126-31.  
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lived in Han culture, Zhi Yan was completely assimilated by Han culture. What’s more, his 
grandson, Zhi Jinglun even attended the imperial examination which was the main 
examination system of Han nationality, and got an offer to work in Han government. 
Although they were not Han people, they still held a positive attitude of learning Han culture, 
and they enjoyed same opportunity and rights as other Han people in Han society. Last but not 
least, except for doing civil service in Tang government, immigrants who belong to Hu 
nationality also had equal opportunity as Han people to work as leading figure in the army of 
Tang Dynasty. Shence Troop is a military force which was responsible for Tang government. 
He Wenzhe was the military leader of this troop. However, the person who held such 
important position did not belong to Han nationality, instead, He Wenzhe was the fifth 
generation Sogdian (Hu nationality) who lived in the capital of Tang Dynasty, Changan.28 The 
descent of Hu nationality did not hinder his way to become a famous military officer in the 
host society of Han people. He enjoyed equal treatment and opportunity as native Han people 
in Tang Dynasty.  
 
1.2 Chen Yinke’s research about the Cultural Identity of Hu and Han Nationalities 
Han nationality at that time referred to people who had Chinese Han descent and Hu 
nationality referred to people whose ancestor lived in the north and west north of today’s 
China.  Although the relationship between Hu and Han nationality became closer since Han 
Dynasty, the fusion of the two nationalities climbed to the top during Sui and Tang Dynasty 
(581~907 AD). The harmonious relationship between the two nationalities shows that both 
the host society of Hu people and Han people held an open attitude towards immigrants. They 
did not decide the identity of immigrants by their descent, instead they cared about cultural 
identity. If Hu people who lived in Han society got sinicization and held positive attitude of 
learning Han culture, they will be considered same as Han people rather than forever 
foreigner,  even if they may have different descent or facial features and it was also the case 
for Han people living in Hu culture. This standard to judge the identity of immigrants during 
Sui and Tang Dynasty was also mentioned in Chen Yinke’s books Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan 
Lüe Lun Gao (A Brief Introduction to the Origins of Institutions of Sui and Tang Dynasties)29 
and Tang Dai Zheng Zhi Shi Lun Shu Gao (A Brief Introduction to the Political History of 
Tang Dynasty).30 Chen Yinke is an outstanding historian in China. He said in these books that 
all in all, issues related to Hu and Han nationalities in the history of Northern dynasty were 
actually about the fusion of the two nationalities rather than the descent of the two 
nationalities. In that time, the so called “Hu people” and “Han people” were distinguished by 
their cultural identities rather than their races, which mean cultural identity outweighed 
descent and race.31 He also mentioned examples which can prove the fusion of the two 
 
 
28 薄观海. "神策军里的胡人将领." 大科技．百科新说 08 (2012): 38-39. 
29 Chen, Yinke. Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan Lüe Lun Gao. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1963.  
30 Chen, Yinke. Tang Dai Zhengzhi Shi Shu Lun Gao. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1982. Print. Chen 
Yinke Wenji ; 5 168268035. 
31 总而言之，全部北朝史中凡关于胡汉之问题，实一胡化汉化之问题，而非胡种汉种之问题.，当时之所
谓胡人汉人，大抵以胡化汉化而不以胡种汉种为分别，即文化之关系较重而种族之关系较轻，所谓有教无
类者是也。 
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nationalities during Sui and Tang Dynasty and how cultural identity was used as a standard to 
judge immigrants’ identity. For instance, Emperor Gao Yang asked Du Bi, who worked in the 
government of Emperor Gao Yang, “what kind of people is helpful for the ruling of country?” 
Du Bi said: “Hu people can only be offer inferior works like coachman, for the ruling of 
country, you should use Han people.” Emperor Gao Yang got angry because he thought Du Bi 
was criticizing him as Hu people who was not qualified to be the ruler of the country.32 It 
seems that Emperor Gao Yang was Hu nationality, however, he was not. Gao Yang belonged 
to Han nationality, but he was completely assimilated by Hu culture. Thus both Han society 
and Hu society treated him as Hu people because of his Hu cultural identity regardless of his 
original descent. Furthermore, Yuan Shi once said that he saw cloud in the shape of a dragon. 
A Na Gong, an officer of Hu nationality thought a real dragon appeared and got exited since 
the image of dragon represents power and luck, he then asked Yuan Shi: “where is the 
dragon? What color is the cloud?” Yuan Shi said: “It was not a real dragon, but according to 
astrology, such kind of cloud is reminding us that it is the time that we should hold a 
sacrificial ceremony.” A Na Gong got disappointed and angry, he said: “You have no idea 
about astrology, Han people are ignorant!”33 It seems that Yuan Shi belonged to Han 
nationality, however, he was not. His family belonged to Xianbei, one of Hu nationality, but 
Yuan Shi was sinicized and assimilated by Han culture. Hence, even if he had Hu blood, he 
was still considered by Hu society as Han people. Last but not least, Chen YinKe recorded in 
his book that Tian Chengsi, a Han person who lived in Lulong town joined the army of An 
Lushan34 during the An Lushan Rebellion since 755 AD against Tang Dynasty.35 How could a 
Han person join the army of Hu nationality, because Tian Chengsi lived in Lulong town, 
which was actually a military town of Tang Dynasty. Because Lulong town was located in the 
frontier of Hu and Han nationality, thus Han people who lived there were easily influenced by 
Hu culture, so was Tian Chengsi. Tian Chengsi was regarded by An Lushan as Hu nationality 
though he had Han descent simply due to the reason that Tian Chengsi had agreed with and 
completely accepted Hu culture. Therefore, from the examples above we can conclude that in 
the period of Sui and Tang Dynasty, the so called “Hu people” and “Han people” were 
distinguished by their cultural identities rather than their races, which mean cultural identity 
outweighed descent and race.36 As Chen Yinke wrote in his book this way to distinguish Hu 
people and Han people fully showed the idea of “有教无类”37 in Chinese culture, which 
means due to education and social influence, difference in descent between people disappear. 
 
 
32 Chen, Yinke. Tang Dai Zhengzhi Shi Shu Lun Gao. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1982. Print. Chen 
Yinke Wenji ; 5 168268035. 
 
33 Chen, Yinke. Tang Dai Zhengzhi Shi Shu Lun Gao. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1982. Print. Chen 
Yinke Wenji ; 5 168268035. 
34 An Lushan was of Sogdian and Göktürk origin, and was typical Hu nationality.i 
35 Chen, Yinke. Tang Dai Zhengzhi Shi Shu Lun Gao. Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1982. Print. Chen 
Yinke Wenji ; 5 168268035. 
36 Chen, Yinke. Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan Lüe Lun Gao. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1963.  
37 Chen, Yinke. Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan Lüe Lun Gao. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1963.  
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Moreover, Chen Yinke claimed that it was the fusion of the two nationalities that promoted 
the development of Han society. Tang Dynasty became prosperous because the fusion of the 
two nationalities brought new technologies and natural resources to Han society and the 
creation of new ideas and new technologies by combining Hu and Han culture also helped 
Han people to get rid of some old and conventional customs and culture.38 He Chou, who 
belonged to Hu nationality worked in the government during the reign of Emperor Li Yuan 
(566~635 AD, Tang Dynasty). At that time, the technology of making colored glaze had 
disappeared for long time. Nobody in Han society knew how to make the glaze. He Chou 
learned from technology of Hu nationality and eventually invented green porcelain which 
looked same as colored glaze.39 What’s more, the exquisite architecture of Tang Dynasty also 
learned from the art of Hu people.40 All in all, the development of technology and art of Tang 
Dynasty was based on the fusion of Hu and Han nationalities.  
 
1.3 The Relation between Overseas Chinese and the Fusion of Hu and Han Nationalities 
The fusion of Hu and Han nationalities has similarities with Overseas’ Chinese integrating 
into the host society abroad. Both of them experience the process of leaving the origin culture 
and adapt to the foreign culture. However, to some extent, they are different, because in Sui 
and Tang history, people in the host society decide the identity of immigrants based on their 
cultural identity. If Hu people accepted Han culture and were sinicized, then they were viewed 
as Han people. Thus Hu people did not experience much difficulty while integrating into the 
host society of Han nationality. At that time, Tang government held positive and open policies 
toward Hu people who migrated from abroad. Emperor Li Shimin (598~649 AD), the second 
emperor of Tang Dynasty once said: “most dynasties in the past considered Han nationality as 
superior and Hu nationality as inferior, but I don’t think so, they are equal and I love both of 
them.”41 Thus Tang Dynasty embraced all kind of culture. It encouraged Han people to learn 
culture, ideas, literature of Hu nationality, and also welcomed Hu people to study Han culture 
 
38王健宁. "从魏晋隋唐时期的“汉化胡化”看北魏孝文帝改革." 历史教学：中学版 03 (2012): 42-45. 
39 Chen, Yinke. Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan Lüe Lun Gao. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1963.  
40 Chen, Yinke. Sui Tang Zhidu Yuanyuan Lüe Lun Gao. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1963.  
41刘星海, and 王文凯. "试论唐代胡汉文化融合对建设和谐社会的借鉴意义." 学校党建与思想教育 2 (2007): 
68-70. 
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and customs. In Tang Dynasty, people were never restricted to their origin culture. 
Furthermore, the government of Tang Dynasty also offered leadership to Hu people regardless 
of their descent. Hu people enjoyed same right and opportunity as Han people in Tang 
Dynasty. According to New History of the Tang Dynasty there were 369 prime minister (in 
feudal China) during Tang Dynasty and 23 of them belonged to Hu nationality. At the 
beginning of Tang Dynasty, there were only two general who were Hu people. However, at 
the end of Tang Dynasty the amount of Hu general who served for Tang government reached 
to 85.42 Such open policy and equal social context appealed many Hu people to migrate to the 
area of Han nationality. In Tang Dynasty, the population of Changan City, the capital of Tang 
Dynasty was one million and among its population 5% were Hu nationality. Such fusion 
between the two nationalities never occurred before Tang Dynasty.43 Moreover, not only the 
government, but also ordinary Han people held positive attitude to welcome immigrants who 
belonged to Hu nationality as well as Hu culture. Music, dancing and clothes style of Hu 
nationality were widely accepted by Han people in Tang Dynasty and even became a fashion. 
For instance, it was a fashion in Tang Dynasty to play Hu musical instrument like waist drum 
and pi pa. The typical Hu dancing also became popular in Changan City. Hu people never be 
treated as forever foreigner or be marginalized in Tang Dynasty. Han people at that time not 
only introduce Confucianism to Hu immigrants but also learned from Hu culture. Pottery 
figurine found in tombs of Tang Dynasty in Shanxi province showed that many women in 
Tang Dynasty wore Hu clothes, like leather boot and tight trousers because they were more 
convenient than traditional Han clothes.44 Therefore, although Hu people left their origin 
culture and moved to Han region, they could easily integrate into the host society and kept 
harmonious relationship with Han people. Nevertheless, the condition of Overseas Chinese 
was quite different from Hu people in Tang Dynasty though they also move to new culture 
and social environment abroad. They still experience obstacles while integrating into the host 
society because the criteria to judge the identity of immigrants changed. People in the host 
society decided the identity of Chinese immigrants by their descent and race. No matter how 
deep the root of these Chinese immigrants may go into the ground of the host society, they 
still be labeled as Chinese or forever foreigner by natives in the host society because of their 
facial features. Even if Overseas Chinese endeavored to integrate into native groups, they still 
may experience unequal treatment or they may need to pay twice or more times of efforts than 
natives because they are foreigner. Just like Zhou Min said: “speaking perfect English, 
adopting mainstream cultural values, and even intermarrying members of the dominant group 
may help reduce this otherness for particular individuals, but it has little effect on the group as 
a whole. New stereotypes can emerge no matter how successful and assimilated they have 
become.”45 To better understand Chinese people’s attitude toward migrating to other 
countries, the author first interviewed Professor Zhou of Shanghai International Studies 
 
42刘星海, and 王文凯. "试论唐代胡汉文化融合对建设和谐社会的借鉴意义." 学校党建与思想教育 2 (2007): 
68-70. 
43刘星海, and 王文凯. "试论唐代胡汉文化融合对建设和谐社会的借鉴意义." 学校党建与思想教育 2 (2007): 
68-70. 
44王健宁. "从魏晋隋唐时期的“汉化胡化”看北魏孝文帝改革." 历史教学：中学版 03 (2012): 42-45. 
45 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
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University.46 She got her PHD degree in Oxford University and had lived in UK for six years, 
but she eventually went back to China and found a job as a teacher. She told the author that 
she studied English literature and English linguistics in UK. It seems that she was tightly 
connected with English culture and she had completely adapted to British lifestyle since she 
had spent six years there and got the permanent residency card. However, she still had to 
admit that as a Chinese, she did experience more difficulty and unequal treatment while 
finding a good job in UK. Once she got refused by an HR to attend the interview of a job 
position because her major was not match with the position. However, she then got from her 
friend that there was an English man whose major also did not match with the same job 
position but got the opportunity to be interviewed. She has a good educational background 
and high English level. She did not want to do a job in UK which did not match to her 
educational background simply because of her Chinese descent. Hence she chose to go back 
home and now she loves being a professor at SISU (Shanghai International Studies 
University). Although there are many Chinese in the UK, sometimes Overseas Chinese can 
still feel prejudice or even discrimination against Chinese people because they are ethnic 
minority and forever foreigner for native British people. She thought the cruel social context 
in host society abroad may be the reason why recent years more and more students who study 
abroad choose to go back to China after graduation instead of trying hard to stay in the host 
society. Then the author randomly interviewed a Chinese couple47 at the activity which was 
held by QWOS GROUP, the leading immigration company in China which helps Chinese 
people to migrate and get permanent residency of U.S., UK, Portugal, Spain or other western 
countries through business investment. The couple was with their little daughter. When they 
were asked about moving abroad, they replied: “we have thought about migrating to New 
Zealand or Australia since the food security and air condition in China have become worse 
now. We want our daughter to grow up in a safer and freer environment. But we are also 
worried about the hard reality of Chinese people living abroad since you can easily find news 
online about discrimination against Overseas Chinese or Chinese exclusion. Overseas Chinese 
can easily be recognized as Chinese because of their face. We don’t want our child to suffer 
from these unequal things because of her race.” Then the author interviewed Mr. Wang,48 a 
staff of the Overseas Chinese Museum about his opinion of Chinese moving abroad. He said: 
“I don’t agree with Chinese people moving to other nations. In early years, migrating to East-
Asian or European countries did mean more opportunities and money, but today’s China is 
much more prosperous and developed than it was in the past. Young people can get more 
opportunities in China, so there is no need to migrate. Some countries do have better food 
quality, air quality and medicine quality, but Chinese people will always be second-class 
citizen there, because we have this Chinese face and the exclusion of Chinese is deeply rooted 
to history and cannot easily be changed. Indeed, the society of China still has many problems, 
but it is still the home for Chinese people. Our root is here.” Therefore, from interviews above 
we can find that Overseas Chinese being labeled as forever foreigner is a sad reality for many 
Chinese. 
 
 
46 Interview with Ms. Zhou, place: social media Wechat, date: 04.08.2018 
47 Interview with the Chinese couple: place: activity of QWOS GROUP (Xiamen), date: 11.08.2018 
48 Interview with Mr.Wang, place: Mr. Wang’s office at the Overseas Chinese Museum, date: 01.08.2018 
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2. Overseas Chinese’s Construction of New Identities for integration 
 
   The stereotype of the “honorary white” or model minority goes hand in hand with that of the 
“forever foreigner”.49 Thus to reduce the “otherness” in the host societies as much as they can, 
overseas Chinese have to construct new identities in the host societies via various ways, which 
may lead to better integration and help them to be accepted natives in the host society. 
 
2.1 Identity Construction through Intermarriage  
One way to construct new identity is intermarriage, which means to get married with 
natives.50 Intermarriage can provide Chinese immigrants with new identities like husband of 
native woman or wife of native man and thus weaken the label of “Overseas Chinese”. Hence, 
making stronger connection with the host society through intermarriage may help Chinese 
immigrants to integrate into local culture and the host society easier, which is difficult without 
this new identity. If we look back to the history of Overseas Chinese, we can find that first 
generation Overseas Chinese were single men, or they left their wives in China and migrated 
to other nations alone.51 After they arrived abroad, they usually chose to marry native women 
for better integration. Intermarriage was the start point of cultural fusion and assimilation. In 
Southeast Asia it was very common for Overseas Chinese to get married with native women. 
No matter if it was in Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia or Philippine, there are many 
communities of mix-blood child. For example, Ming people in Vietnam, Baba and Nyonya in 
Malaysia and Mestizo people in Philippine. In early 20th century, half of Overseas Chinese in 
New York got married with natives. In Hawaii the rate of Overseas Chinese getting married 
with natives even reaches to 63.4%.52 The rate of intermarriage between Overseas Chinese 
and natives of the host society is not only high in the United States, but also in Thailand. 
According to the research of Cao Yunhua, the majority of Overseas Chinese men got married 
with Thai women in the early 20th century. In the year 1905, the population of Thailand was 
8300,000 and among them about 10% were Overseas Chinese. The reason why there was such 
high rate was due to the intermarriage between Chinese and Thai natives. Many Overseas 
Chinese settled down in Thailand and got married with Thai women or men. Their mix-blood 
children were called as lukjin and most of the lukjin considered themselves as Overseas 
Chinese.53 Getting married with natives can bring many advantages to Overseas Chinese. 
Intermarriage helps Overseas Chinese to be better accepted by the host society. Moreover, if a 
Chinese business man marries a native wife, he will be able to understand and adapt to local 
 
49 Zhou, Min. "Are Asian Americans Becoming "white?"." Contexts3.1 (2004): 29-37. 
50 Pan, Lynn, and Chinese Heritage Center. The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas. Singapore: Archipelago, 
1998.  
51 Pan, Lynn, and Chinese Heritage Center. The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas. Singapore: Archipelago, 
1998.  
52 Pan, Lynn, and Chinese Heritage Center. The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas. Singapore: Archipelago, 
1998.  
53曹云华. "宗教信仰对东南亚华人文化适应的影响." 华侨华人历史研究 1 (2002): 22-29. 
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culture and custom better. In early times, it was said that if an Overseas Chinese married a 
native wife, he would find it easier to apply for loans.54 Martin N. Marger thinks that if people 
of the minority group get married with natives of the majority group in the host society, they 
will no longer face different kind of prejudice and discrimination and will be embraced and 
accepted by the majority group.55 Furthermore, as Wang Chunbei and Wang Le said, new 
identity constructed via intermarriage can provide Overseas Chinese with positive effect on 
labor market performance. For instance, intermarriage can expand immigrants’ social network 
and allow immigrants to obtain permanent residency and these may directly lead to higher 
wages and better employment which are not easy to obtain with only the identity as Overseas 
Chinese.56 The author interviewed Ms. Yan57 in order to better understand what Martin N. 
Marger said above about intermarriage and the advantages of constructing a new identity 
through intermarriage with natives. Ms Yan got divorced from her Chinese husband ten years 
ago, so she decided to move to Australia with her young daughter. As she said during the 
interview, the first three years in Australia was hard for her because she lived in a white 
people community and most of her neighbors were Australian. She tried to make friends with 
her white neighbors, but it was of no use. She said: “they were polite, they also smiled to me, 
but I never felt I was one of them and I felt quite hard to integrate into them because I have a 
Chinese face so they easily recognized me as a Chinese and a foreigner” She felt more and 
more lonely and was diagnosed with mild depression. Luckily, she met her Australian 
husband Mr. Wayne and got married five years after she migrated to Australia. She lives with 
her husband in another white Australian community and still most of the neighbors are 
natives. Her husband always brings her to their neighbors’ parties or invites their neighbors to 
have dinner at home. She was introduced by her husband to his Australian friends and 
neighbors. Gradually, she made more and more white friends and some neighbors also invited 
her for afternoon tea or to hang out together even if her husband did not accompany with her. 
The relationship between her and native neighbors became closer. She said to the author: 
“although I am not willing to admit, but honestly speaking, the new identity as Mrs. Wayne is 
much more helpful for me to adapt to Australian society and integrate into local people, and it 
feels good to celebrate Christmas with our neighbors”. Getting married with Mr. Wayne helps 
Ms. Yan to construct a new identity as the wife of a native which does promote her integration 
into Australian society and thus weaken her label as an Overseas Chinese. Getting married 
with a foreigner may be risky and difficult since contact is the prime requisite to men and 
women marrying across national, religious or ethnic lines. Thus conflicts in intermarriage may 
be more common because of differences in personality, habits and cultural background. For 
example, it is very common in China for couple to live with the parents of the wife or the 
parents of the husband, so the elders can cook or do laundry for the young couple. However, 
western people are more used to having private space of the couple themselves. In studies on 
intermarriage among the Chinese, the divorce rates were considerably higher for outmarriage 
 
54曹云华. "宗教信仰对东南亚华人文化适应的影响." 华侨华人历史研究 1 (2002): 22-29. 
55曹云华. "宗教信仰对东南亚华人文化适应的影响." 华侨华人历史研究 1 (2002): 22-29. 
56 Wang, Chunbei, and Le Wang. "The Effects Of 9/11 On Intermarriage Between Natives And Immigrants To 
The U.S.." Review of Economics of the Household 10.2 (2011): 171-192.  
57 Interview with Ms. Yan, place: Ms. Yan’s home, date: 09.07.2018 
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than for inmarriages.58 Outmarriage refers to marriage between Overseas Chinese and natives 
in the host society, and inmarriage means both the wife and the husband are Chinese. 
However, being aware of the risk of intermarriage, many Overseas Chinese still prefer to 
marry natives in the host society. Because of the fact that the host society marginalizes 
Chinese immigrants because of their race that Overseas Chinese are pushed to construct a new 
identity via intermarriage in the host society in order to integrate better.  
 
2.2 Identity Construction through the Economy: Starting their own Business 
The second method for Overseas Chinese to construct a new identity is starting their own 
business in the host society. Why Overseas Chinese prefer to start their own business instead 
of finding jobs and be employed by companies in local labor market? Being a self-made man 
abroad is not easy for Chinese immigrants. During the interview with Ms. Lu,59 whose parents 
used to run a tailor shop abroad she told the author that because Overseas Chinese are easily 
be recognized as Chinese due to their facial features, thus they usually find it hard to be 
employed by local companies as marginalized foreigner. Even if some of them find jobs, they 
get unsatisfied low wages compared with their colleagues who are natives. Therefore, in order 
to survive and earn some money in the host society, many Overseas Chinese choose to start 
their own business in the host society and thus construct a new identity as business owner in 
the host society, no matter they own restaurants, clinics, tailor shop, barbershop or other larger 
business. Ms. Lu was born in U.S. in the year 1938. Her parents owned a tailor shop in 
Chinatown there. Although she went back to China in 1950 after the People’s Republic of 
China was founded in 1949, she still remembers the hard time in U.S.  
For early Chinese immigrants, it was much more difficult to integrate into the white society, 
so we never dared to think about integration. The only thing we thought was to survive in U.S. 
My parents could speak English but they still couldn’t find satisfying jobs there because of 
their races. At that time American people held exclusive attitude towards Chinese. Thus my 
parents took over a tailor shop from another Chinese and tried to start their own tailor shop. 
They gave lower price to attract more customers and everyday my mom started to work from 
4 am until mid-night, it was hard. 
Ms. Lu’s parents could be employed as staff in company if they had stayed in China. 
However, this could not be realized in America, because they were Chinese and they had 
obvious Chinese face. It was the social and political context that judge immigrants’ identity 
by their races that made her parents be marginalized and were forced to run own business and 
paid much more efforts. Ms Lu’s parents were just one example of the marginalized minority 
Overseas Chinese group. In the documentary “Chasing Dreams Abroad---Overseas Chinese” 
shot by Phoenix Satellite Television, the story of Cai Renyong, who runs a restaurant in 
Washington DC was recorded.60 At first, Cai Renyong ran a Chinese restaurant in Chinatown, 
thus most of his customers were still Overseas Chinese because “Americans have a concept 
that Chinese food is spicy and unhygienic, but that is just prejudice and a label on Chinese 
people based on historical impression.” He said he barely met and knew Americans even after 
long time in U.S. He still felt he was disconnected and isolated from the main stream society 
 
58 Sung, Betty. "Chinese American Intermarriage." Journal of Comparative Family Studies 21.3 (1990): 337-352. 
59 Interview with Ms. Lu, place: Ms. Lu’s home, date: 18.07.2018 
60 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCoqJTtrY0k&list=PLvXvMUSstINdnFG2tzr2uPdIAxUiCHsJV&index=6 
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of the host society. Therefore, he changed the name of his restaurant and moved his restaurant 
to the downtown of Washington DC and made some changes to his food. For example, he 
improved the typical Chinese food “general Tso’s chicken” by mixing three food elements: 
sweet, fried and chicken which are favored by most Americans. The new “general Tso’s 
chicken” tastes a little bit sour and sweet and becomes popular among natives. Cai Renyong 
does not call himself a chef who cooks Chinese food instead he now calls himself a chef of 
mix cuisine and he owns a mix cuisine restaurant. He constructed a new identity as mix 
cuisine chef in Washington DC and thus promoted his integration into the host society in 
America. This new style cuisine has attracted many American customers and according to Cai 
Renyong, nowadays 80% of his customers are natives. He has also made many American 
friends through his mix cuisine. The new identity bridges Cai Renyong, an Overseas Chinese 
with natives in the host society and thus weakens the possibility of being marginalized. 
Except for small business like restaurant and tailor shop, some Overseas Chinese take 
advantage of special national condition in the host society and then start larger business like 
leather factory, for example in India. Compared to Overseas Chinese in other nations, it is 
much more difficult for Chinese people to integrate into the host society of India, because of 
historical reasons. Overseas Chinese had had low social status in India for long time in 
history. Even worse, during the ruling of Britain in India, Overseas Chinese were viewed as 
third-class citizen, just as Indian pariah.61 Although the condition has become better with the 
improvement of the relationship between China and India, Chinese immigrants in India still 
find it hard get satisfying employment by Indian companies. Hence, they turn to do business 
by themselves. According to the research of Zhang Xiuming, in India 48% of Overseas China 
work in leather industry and there are more than 400 leather factories in India which are ran 
by Overseas Chinese. Usually, it is difficult for Chinese immigrants to take part in 
manufacturing industry of the host society, but India is an exception. Because according to 
India’s caste system, leather industry is vulgar and low-grade and no Indian are willing to do 
jobs about leather.62 Thus Overseas Chinese use this opportunity and construct new identity as 
leather supplier in India. Li Zhixiong may be a good example. He started from low-skilled 
employee and has worked with leather for 27 years. Now he is the owner of a leather factory 
in Calcutta and he is called as “king of leather”.63 There are more than 260 people working in 
his factory and his annual sales reach to 20,000,000 U.S. dollars.64 Li Zhixiong is just one of 
the Overseas Chinese in India, they successfully construct a new identity as useful people to 
the host society by supplying goods and raw materials to local market and thus make 
themselves part of the host society. The relation between supply and demand can directly 
connect Overseas Chinese with the host society and then mitigate the Chinese immigrants’ 
feeling of being disconnected.  
 
2.3 Identity Construction Becoming the Social Elites in the Host Society  
 
61 http://www.wenxue100.com/baokan/60332.thtml 
62张秀明, and ZHANG Xiu-ming. "被边缘化的群体：印度华侨华人社会的变迁 - A Marginalized 
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Due to the fact that natives in the host society tend to judge immigrants’ identity by their races 
and descent, there is still a lot to be done for overseas Chinese to feel equal in the host 
societies. As a Chinese-American woman points out from her own experience, “the truth is, 
no matter how American you think you are or try to be, if you have almond-shaped eyes, 
straight black hair, and a yellow complexion, you are a foreigner by default. You can certainly 
be as good as or even better than whites, but you will never become accepted as white.”65 
Hence, they are eager to construct a new identity which may improve their integration. The 
third way is to become social elite in the host society. With the increase of education level of 
Overseas Chinese, more and more Chinese immigrants tend to be elites in the host society. 
They prefer careers like lawyer, doctor, scientist and architect. However, with more and more 
Overseas Chinese become lawyer, doctor engineer and architect, there seems to appear a 
career circle which makes it hard for Overseas Chinese to pursue jobs outside of theses fields. 
Min Zhou refers to this story: a Chinese immigrant father gets upset when his son tells him he 
has changed his major from engineering to English. Disregarding his son’s talent for creative 
writing, such a father rationalizes his concern, “You have a 90 percent chance of getting a 
decent job with an engineering degree, but what chance would you have of earning income as 
a writer?” This thinking represents more than typical Overseas Chinese concern.66 Then, why 
Overseas Chinese seems to have preference of these careers? Because on the one hand, 
careers like doctor, architect, engineer and scientist make direct contribution to the host 
society and thus can help Overseas Chinese to construct a new identity as middle-class in the 
host society. Through these careers they may be able to get rid of the stereotype of Chinese 
are those who deliver take-out or those who play kung fu due to stiff media report in the host 
societies. On the other hand, compared with writer or ordinary office clerk, careers like 
doctor, lawyer and architect offer more opportunities to provide Chinese immigrants with the 
identity of middle class in the host society. Furthermore, this makes it easier for their children 
to succeed and regain their middle class status in their new homeland.67 For example, most 
U.S.-born or U.S.-raised Chinese-American youth studies engineering, medicine, or law in 
college, believing that these areas of study guarantee a middle-class life.68 Actually, the 
identity as middle class of the host society has its special meaning. Although they are not 
upper class, at least they have changed the condition of lower social status and being 
marginalized. This is why most Overseas Chinese have favor of this type of careers. The 
experience of Ieoh Ming Pei may be a good example. Ieoh Ming Pei was born in China and 
was sent to U.S. at the age of 18 in the year 1935. At that time, U.S. was still in the shadow of 
Chinese Exclusion Act,69 it was common for Overseas Chinese to be called as discriminatory 
words like “chink” “jap” and “gook” by Americans. Moreover, Chinese children were always 
bullied at school due the negative social attitude towards Overseas Chinese which was 
influenced by the establishment of Chinese Exclusion Act. Thus although he had higher 
education in U.S., as a Chinese he was still less competitive in local labor market due to the 
social background at that time. At first, he was just an ordinary concrete engineer, but he kept 
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accumulating experience of architecture and spared no efforts to be an outstanding architect. 
Eventually he designed the project of Kennedy Library which brought him good reputation in 
U.S. and he also got the AIA Gold Medal. The year 1979 was named by U.S. government as 
the year of Ieoh Ming Pei.70 It was under the new identity as outstanding architect that helped 
him make direct contribution to American society continuously and proved he was useful. 
Furthermore, beside the reason of middle-class social status and direct contribution to host 
society, many Overseas Chinese prefer to be lawyer because they believe a career as a lawyer 
helps to reduce obstacles between Chinese immigrants and the host society. Although some 
Overseas Chinese have lived abroad for many years and are almost assimilated by local 
culture and language, they still feel they are isolated from natives when they encounter some 
issues related to law of the host country. Usually it is hard for immigrants to know the laws 
and regulations of the host country well. For instance, the experience of lawyer Qi Lidan 
which is told in documentary “Chasing Dreams Abroad---Overseas Chinese” may be the best 
example. Qi Lidan lives in Barcelona with her parents. She can speak Spanish and Catalan 
fluently but she knew little about Spanish laws. After she graduated from university, she 
started to run a commercial company. However, she met many obstacles while running the 
company because she is an Overseas Chinese and most of the issues were related to local laws 
and regulations. She did not know it before though some of the regulations are common sense 
for natives. She always got fines because she was not familiar with local tax law. She felt 
isolated and marginalized as an immigrant, so Qi Lidan finally decided to go back to 
university and study laws. Since then her company has no longer got fines because of her little 
knowledge about laws. Moreover, after graduation, she also became a lawyer and opened the 
QIMENG ABOGADOS,71 a law firm in Barcelona. During the interview in the documentary, 
she said that as long as Overseas Chinese are familiar with the laws of the host society and 
perform their duty, they can be protected by local laws and enjoy their rights instead of being 
isolated from the host society and be forever foreigner.72 The new identity as a lawyer bridges 
Qi Lidan and Spanish society. It also helps her to better integrate into local market which was 
not easy with her past identity.  
 
2.4 Identity Construction: Making Contributions to China’s Society  
Except for constructing new identities abroad, some Overseas Chinese also attempted to 
construct new identities in China by making investment and contributions to China. Because 
most time even if they had already acquired good income, they still found it difficult to fully 
integrate and be accepted by the host society because of their race. For instance, although 
Overseas Chinese had done business in Burma for a long time, they still experienced 
exclusion and were restricted while doing business because after the independency of Burma, 
its government stated that Burmese had priority of doing business. In 1948, Rangoon, there 
were 60,000,000 kyat capital of Chinese merchant in Burma being excluded from local 
market. Therefore, under such reality some Chinese entrepreneurs abroad chose to make 
investment by establishing factories, schools, hospitals and banks in mainland China. Also, at 
that time, people in China warmly welcomed wealthy Chinese coming from abroad, since 
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within China, huaqiao (Overseas Chinese) were a readily available and reliable source of 
monetary contributions and investment--- the “fountain of wealth from which all donations to 
China flow”.73 Moreover, Chinese government also had favor of Overseas Chinese 
entrepreneur. In the past, there was a popular saying: “Overseas wealth is China’s bliss”. And 
because they were generous and forthcoming in sharing their earnings at a time when China 
was in dire need, Chinese politicians and intellectuals unabashedly looked upon them as “the 
goose that lays the golden egg” or “the cow with a seemingly endless flow of milk”.74 Hence, 
after they made huge contributions to China, they received respect and love from Chinese 
people, and even support from Chinese government. The government may grant them 
honorary award or chairman of Overseas Chinese federation or chamber of commerce. Then 
they successfully constructed an identity as “successful Chinese entrepreneur who are 
representative of Chinese government abroad”. Overseas Chinese making contributions to 
China was actually a win-win situation for both Chinese government and Overseas Chinese 
themselves. Government needed these entrepreneurs’ money and these entrepreneurs needed 
the new identity as “successful Chinese entrepreneur who are representative of Chinese 
government abroad”. With this new identity they could keep closer relationship with the 
commercial circle and political circle in the host society in the name of Chinese government 
and promotion of the trade between the two countries and become less isolated and 
marginalized as immigrants. To better understand this kind of Overseas Chinese, the author 
visited the house of Huang Yizhu in Xiamen, China and got to know more about his story. 
Huang Yizhu was a famous Chinese entrepreneur who had lived in Indonesia for more than 
30 years. Nevertheless, even if he had good income in Indonesia, it was still difficult to be 
thoroughly accepted by the host society because under the colony of Netherlands, the host 
society in Indonesia held negative attitude towards Overseas Chinese. The Dutch colonial 
government in Indonesia stated that Chinese entrepreneurs must pay 30% of their income for 
the “income tax during the war” from 1914 to 1918. Those who were Dutch nationality did 
not have to pay. However, Chinese entrepreneurs had already paid for this fee so there was no 
reason for them to pay this fee again simply because they were Chinese. Even if the wars 
ended, the condition of Overseas Chinese being isolated in Indonesia was not much improved 
due the deep rooted social context of Chinese exclusion. Therefore, Huang Yizhu turned to 
mainland China and started to make investment on tap water company, telephone company, 
construction of railways and school in mainland China, which had brought many benefits to 
Chinese people’s life. As an outstanding Overseas Chinese who has made huge contributions 
to China, he was granted with the title as “patriotic Overseas Chinese leader” and was offered 
the position of the chairman of Xiamen commerce chamber and municipal government. This 
new identity became an umbrella and catalyst of his business in Indonesia and helped him to 
improve the relationship with the native commercial circle in the host society. However, 
although he improved integration in the host society via the new identity which was 
constructed by making investment to China, the construction of this new identity in turn 
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showed the difficulty of integration of Overseas Chinese abroad because of their race. Just as 
Keong wrote in his research that huaqiao (Overseas Chinese) had continuously shown their 
patriotism toward China by donating millions to the homeland. But huaqiao’s reputed “love 
for the homeland” was more of a reaction to the political and economic discriminations they 
received abroad.75  
 
2.5 Identity Construction: Participation in Overseas Chinese Community and Political 
Activity 
During 18th and 19th century, organization called huiguan was popular among Overseas 
Chinese. At first huiguan was organization of Chinese from one area in China living in other 
parts of China, and among their various functions throughout history served the interest of 
business people and imperial examination candidates, providing practical assistance, lodgings 
and formal representation before local authorities.76 But then it became an organization 
abroad where Overseas Chinese could unite together and make their voice louder. Nowadays 
huiguan has already disappeared and is replaced by other types of organization. Shetuan 
(voluntary organization), xiehui (association), followed by lianhehui (federation), lianyihui 
(friendly association), zonghui (general association)77 or even Overseas Chinese political 
party in the host society. For example, there are 107 Overseas Chinese communities and 
organizations in Netherlands.78 Under the harsh reality that host society decides the identity of 
Overseas Chinese by their faces and race, it is much more difficult for Overseas Chinese to 
enter the political circle of the host society than commercial circle. As Mr. Zhang79 who 
works in Overseas Chinese federation told the author: “under the sugarcoat of “one world, one 
dream” Overseas Chinese still get unequal treatment compared to natives, not to mention the 
opportunity of getting leading political positions, usually they get less vote than that of native 
candidate”. The harmonious and equal condition of Hu people getting same political rights as 
Han people in Tang Dynasty is just far and unrealistic for today’s Chinese immigrants. 
Therefore, many Overseas Chinese are enthusiastic and eager to construct a new identity as a 
member of the political system of the host society, no matter through ways like joining 
Overseas Chinese communities, Overseas Chinese political parties or native political parties 
of the host society. Only if they become part of local political circle can they speak out for 
Overseas Chinese and reduce the phenomenon of Chinese being marginalized and treated as 
forever foreigner. Although China has become stronger and the relationship between China 
and many foreign nations has become better, Overseas China abroad still encounter obstacles 
while integrating into the host society. According to Het Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 
(CBS)80, there were 83000 Overseas Chinese (including Chinese from mainland China, Hong 
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Kong, Macau and Taiwan) in Netherlands in the year 2013. Most of them reside in big cities 
like Rotterdam, Amsterdam and The Hague. However, as Chen Yiping said: “the process of 
Chinese immigrants integrating into Dutch society is not a plain sailing. It is a long and 
winding process which cannot be achieved within short period”.81 In 2005, Chinese Politieke 
Integratie & Participatie Fonds in Netherlands was established.82 It aims at cultivating and 
helping Overseas Chinese in Netherlands to take part in political activities and political 
election. Furthermore, the forum of Dutch oversas Chinese participating in the administration 
and discussion of state affairs was organized by Dutch Chinese leaders Hu Zhiguang and Hu 
Yunge. More than 100 representatives of Overseas Chinese in Netherlands joined the meeting. 
During the forum they discussed about how to vote for Dutch Chinese senator, the 
establishment of Dutch Chinese Party and some detailed methods and tasks.83 All these 
activities and organizations are encouragement for Overseas Chinese to take part in Dutch 
political circle. Only if they have constructed a new identity as part of Dutch political system 
can they help to weaken the label of foreigner on marginalized Chinese immigrants and thus 
promote their integration into the host society. Except for Netherlands, Overseas Chinese in 
UK are also spending efforts to enter British political circle and try to construct an identity as 
member of the political system in host society though the process is not easy. Wang Xingang, 
quoted in the documentary “Chasing Dreams Abroad---Overseas Chinese” is one of them. 
Wang Xingang got his bachelor degree in China and then came to UK to study in Oxford 
University and Imperial College London since 2001. After graduation, he joined the British 
Conservative Party and then became a Chinese candidate of congress member who belongs to 
British Conservative Party. He said that when he first came to UK he had no idea about 
British politics, but he endeavored to get knowledge about British political system and started 
from learning leaflets and posters of different political parties. And he admitted that as a new 
immigrant he had to pay more efforts to understand British local politics, but he believes he 
could make it.84 Moreover, during the interview made by Phoenix Satellite Television, Wang 
Xingang said: “Although I didn’t become a member of the parliament, I will not give up. As 
long as more and more Overseas Chinese join British political system can Chinese immigrants 
become visible in UK”. Beside Wang Xingang, Wei Wenhao, the vice president of “British 
Chinese Project”85 also claims that Overseas Chinese taking part in politics of the host society 
is a way to solve many problems related to Chinese immigrants because Overseas Chinese has 
not enter British political system for a long time. Although there are some members of the 
parliament who have Chinese descent now, their vote rate is still very low. Thus Overseas 
Chinese in UK still seems to be silent and British politicians seldom care about the request of 
Overseas Chinese in UK.86 Some foreign friends of the author used ask that why Chinese 
immigrants are very enthusiastic about local politics. The reason is simple, because they are 
eager to construct a new identity as member of the political system of the host society. Only if 
they hold this new identity can they speak out for Overseas Chinese and mitigate the situation 
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of being marginalized or even excluded as forever foreigner.  
 
 3. The Question of “Who am I” of Second and Third Generation Chinese 
Immigrants 
 
Second and Third generation immigrants usually start to doubt about their identity and have 
question of “who am I” when they encounter unequal treatment or even discrimination from 
natives in the host society who speak same language as them.87 Such phenomenon and 
experience is also common among second and third generation Overseas Chinese. These 
people are usually called “banana people” by Chinese people.88 The word banana is used as a 
term for second and third generation Chinese living in Western countries who have lost touch 
with the original cultural identity of his or her parents, like the so called ABC (American Born 
Chinese) and BBC (British Born Chinese). The term derives from the fruit banana, which is 
"yellow outside, white inside". Now “banana people” has already had wider meaning, it refers 
to all Overseas Chinese who lost their Chinese cultural identity. However, the reality is even 
if they are westernized or assimilated inside, sometimes they still experience being labeled as 
“Overseas Chinese” and “foreigner” by natives in the host society because of their Chinese 
face, skin color or accent. Their Chinese face is just like the scar of Oedipus which can never 
be washed off and will always mark them as forever foreigner to the host society.89 Even if 
they are yellow outside and white inside, they cannot be accepted as those who are white 
outside and white inside. Thus these Overseas Chinese offspring start to get confused about 
who they are. Most time, many second and third generation Overseas Chinese are sent by 
their parents to local schools in the host society and sacrifice their origin culture and language 
attempting to be equal as natives and avoid discrimination and exclusion because of their race. 
Such phenomenon is defined as “cultural inauthenticity” by Renato Constantino.90 They are 
always worried about not being thoroughly assimilated as other natives. For instance, Chinese 
girls in Thailand usually begin to have strong desire to be real Thai and weaken their Chinese 
characteristic. After they are 10 years old they no longer dress like Chinese and no longer use 
chopstick. Some of them seldom talk if they still have Chinese accent. They try their best to 
be like a Thai, just like natives. Their motives may be to avoid discrimination from natives, to 
be accepted by school and organizations and to have better opportunity and jobs.91 These 
second and third generation Chinese being so careful to pretend they are Thai because they 
don’t want to show any difference from natives. If they have ever showed any differences 
from real Thai, they will never be as equal as natives and integrate into the host society. These 
girls do not consider themselves as Chinese but they are also aware that they are not real Thai. 
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The uncertainty of “who am I” was also proved during the interview with Emily,92 Ms Yan’s 
daughter. She moved to Australia with her mom when she was 4. When the author asked her 
who did she think she is? She said: “I’m not sure about that. I went to Sydney when I was 
little, I speak authentic Australian English and I have Australian education, so for a long time 
I had consider myself as an Australian. But after I grow up I began to realize, no, I’m different 
from Australian. Once I heard my classmate talking to her mom about me, she said words like 
my classmate Emily, a Chinese girl. And I have also heard friends of my boyfriend talking to 
him like, wow, you are dating a Chinese girl.” These experience all made Emily to realize she 
is not same as natives even if she grew up there. No matter how Australian she thinks she is, 
there is always an invisible label on her head reading “Overseas Chinese”. She said: “I am not 
like a Chinese, but I know that I am not a real Australian”. Unlike the Tang Dynasty in 
Chinese history, when Hu people who were sinicized were viewed by the host society as same 
as Han people, nowadays, under the standard to judge the identity of immigrants by their race 
and descent, no matter how hard they are to learn culture and language of the host society, 
second and third generation Overseas Chinese like Emily still may be viewed as forever 
foreigner simply due to their Chinese face. This is why second and third generation Overseas 
Chinese are easier to get uncertain about their identity. As Chen Lifeng mentioned : “facing 
the complex cultural background, different value system and even discrimination in the host 
society, Overseas Chinese gradually have the tendency to get out of their original culture, thus 
they experience double influence by foreign and origin culture which can lead to the crisis of 
uncertainty of their identity”.93 
 
3.1 The Education Issues of Second and Third Generation Overseas Chinese  
First generation Overseas Chinese used to experience more discrimination and obstacles while 
integrating into the host society. Therefore they are usually more eager to erase the difference 
of their children from natives. They strongly want their children not to experience exclusion, 
isolation and marginalization because of their Chinese face. Hence, many Chinese parents 
endeavor to promote the assimilation of second and third generation Overseas Chinese. Some 
send their children to local school and let them study with other native children. They want 
their children to be localized from inside via native school education. Others prefer not to 
teach their children Chinese since they were born. If they do not know Chinese, they may 
have larger possibility to be like a native. For example, Nóra Kovács interviewed two Chinese 
couples who live in Hungary. Couple #1 was an eighty-three-year-old Chinese academic who 
met her husband, a scholar himself, at Beijing University during the 1950s. She moved to 
Hungary with her husband in late 1950s. She has two adult children. However, though both 
she and her husband speak fluent Chinese, they did not teach their children Chinese since they 
were born. Couple #2, the Chinese husband’s professional career makes him a fairly typical 
example of the Chinese entrepreneur migrant to the Hungary of 1990s. They have four 
children in their late teens and early twenties, but none of them speak Chinese. 94 This Chinese 
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husband avoided things related to China including Chinese language and lifestyle in his 
family for better integration into Hungary. Thus when he went back to China, he found that he 
lost the ability to become integrated again in his home country after nearly two and a half 
decades spent in Europe.95 Except for not teaching second and third generation Overseas 
Chinese the Chinese language, some parents choose to move their home from communities 
where many overseas Chinese live to communities where most of the neighbors are natives. 
Instead of being transplanted into ethnic enclaves, many are resettled in diverse urban 
neighborhoods, ethnoburbs and white middle-class suburbs. Such geographic dispersion 
detaches new immigrants from their existing ethnic communities, which seemingly facilitates 
assimilation.96 These Chinese parents spare no efforts to create a grow environment to their 
children which has less difference with the one of native children. However, although 
Overseas Chinese parents have tried their best to reduce the difference of their children from 
native children, they eventually realize that as long as their children have Chinese origin, they 
still belong to ethnic minority and they may still encounter injustice and marginalization. 
Sometimes Chinese job seekers are not taken into consideration by HRs or they are less 
competitive than their native competitors. Moreover, as Thomas J. Espenshade, a professor of 
Princeton University wrote in his book, if Asians want to enter first-class universities, their 
score of SAT should be 140 higher than white students.97 Under such reality, Overseas 
Chinese parents begin to regret for letting their children to be assimilated by native culture. 
They start to infuse traditional Chinese ideas like “descent of the dragon” (龙的传人) and 
“sons of Emperor Yan and Huang” (炎黄子孙) to their children after they had pushed second 
and third generation Overseas Chinese to the culture of the host society. For example, during 
the interview with Mark,98 a second generation overseas Chinese in the United States, he told 
the author that at first he did not know any Chinese and traditional Chinese culture even if 
both his parents are Chinese. But when he grew up his father began to encourage him to 
attend the extra-curricular courses of Chinese school in New York. His father wanted him to 
learn something about his original culture. Furthermore, except for sending children to 
Chinese school in the host society, some Overseas Chinese parents also choose to send their 
children back to China to continue high school or university regardless of the fact that their 
children have already experienced completely different education system. On the one hand, 
Chinese government has beneficial education policies toward Overseas Chinese. For example, 
as early as 1960, the State Council of China had stated that China always welcomes Overseas 
Chinese students and they have priority of education. What’s more, there are scholarships for 
Overseas Chinese students who go back to China to study.99 On the other hand, parents hope 
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their children will not forget their origin. Nevertheless, the reality hurts. Offspring do 
encounter special problems of physical uniqueness, non-acceptance by both ethnic groups and 
personal identity crises.100 These Overseas Chinese students have already taken in western 
style education. Although they are willing to learn their original culture, most of them find it 
difficult to adapt to Chinese lifestyle, study method and to follow the teaching progress. Mark 
is also a good example. He never learned Chinese since he was born in United States, but his 
farther decided to send him back to university in China when he was 18. He loves China and 
Chinese, so after he arrived in China, he spent a lot of time learning Chinese. He said his 
Chinese is much more fluent than many ABC (American Born Chinese) in the United States. 
However, he still found it hard to follow the teaching progress. There was barely group 
discussion, the teachers spoke too fast and he could hardly understand some jokes made by his 
classmates. As he said: “sometimes I don’t know whether I am Chinese or American, actually 
I have always swayed between Chinese and American, I used to hate my yellow skin when I 
was with them since I never successfully integrated into the white in United States though I 
have grown up there,” Mark’s confusion may be the experience of most second and third 
generation Overseas Chinese. Because no matter how hard Overseas Chinese are while 
adapting to the host society, they still get labeled as ethnic minority and forever foreigner, 
which can result in marginalization and unequal treatment. It was this reason that makes 
second and third generation Overseas Chinese to return to Chinese culture and their origin. 
Therefore, many of them have actually experienced the process from “westernized” to “re-
Chinese”. Such process of being pushed between two cultures make them even more 
uncertain about who they are.  
 
3.2 Uncertainty of Their Identity under the “Roots Seeking Fever” 
As more and more Overseas parents tend to put traditional Chinese culture and the idea of 
“roots to China” back to their children’s head, root seeking summer camp and tourist groups 
begin to spring up.101 Such kind of root seeking summer camps are designed mainly for 
second and third generation Overseas Chinese under huge market demand. For instance, 
according the report of Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of the State Council, on August, 
2018, 120 Overseas Chinese students coming from United States, Canada, Germany, Spain 
and UK joined the “Chinese roots seeking journey” which was held by Overseas Chinese 
Affairs Office of the State Council and Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of Fujian Province. 
During this summer camp, Overseas Chinese students visited historical architectures of Ming 
and Qing Dynasty and studied Confucian boxing, seal cutting, calligraphy, Chinese painting 
and Chinese paper cut. As the leader of this summer said, he hoped Overseas Chinese students 
can further learn about their Chinese roots.102 Moreover, the Overseas Chinese Museum is 
also a place where most Overseas Chinese students will visit during those summer camps. It 
was also donated and constructed by a famous Overseas Chinese Tan Kah Kee which aims at 
expanding Chinese culture and miserable history of first generation Chinese immigrants to 
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future generations. Through the interview with staff who works in the Overseas Chinese 
Museum, the author got to know that in recent two years, the number of Overseas Chinese 
students who visit the Overseas Chinese Museum under the name of roots seeking has almost 
doubled compared to the number two years ago. Now, on average, the museum has to accept 
at least three roots seeking summer camps a day and most of them are from Southeast Asia. 
As he said the museum has witnessed the roots seeking fever of Overseas Chinese. In China, 
the word “root” has very important meaning for Chinese people, no matter where they are. 
Just like Wang Wei, a famous poet of Tang Dynasty said in his poem: “A lonely stranger in a 
strange land I am cast, I miss my family all the more on every festival day” (独在异乡为异
客，每逢佳节倍思亲). The root is a tie between Chinese and their home country. If visitors 
visit the last exhibition of the Overseas Chinese Museum, they can see a big tree roots on the 
wall with the poem “The Love of the Green Leaf to the Root”. 
 
As for those summer camps, travel for the purpose of seeking roots, roots tourism, is 
understood to be focused on the descendants living in contemporary societies and travelling to 
ancestral homelands in search of identity and belongingness.103 Many Overseas Chinese have 
the hope to go back to their home country when they are old and spend the last period of their 
life in their home country. Such willingness is called as “fallen leaves return to their roots” 
(叶落归根). However, in the author’s opinion, for second and third generation Overseas 
Chinese who can hardly speak Chinese, such roots seeking fever may only make them more 
confused about their identity. On the one hand, under infusion of Chinese culture by their 
parents and marginalization in the host society, these children begin to realize they are forever 
foreigner to natives in the host society and they have origins in China. But on the other hand, 
they are also unfamiliar with Chinese culture which is said to be their origin culture since they 
grow up in completely different social context and cultural background. When they encounter 
the mainstream of native culture, they suffer from bewilderment and uneasiness because of 
their relation with original culture and the marginalization towards Chinese as ethnic minority 
in the host society. When they return to their original Chinese culture, they begin to feel 
discomfort and strangeness. They have Chinese blood in their vein, thus the image of 
“otherness” which is made by main stream ideology will always be pinned on them. Just as 
what Amy Tan, a famous overseas Chinese writer wrote in her novel The Joy Luck Club, a 
second generation overseas Chinese girl, even if she go back to China, wearing Chinese 
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clothes, without make-up and jewelry, native Chinese will recognize her as someone from 
outside simply from details like her way of walking. Therefore, second generation Overseas 
Chinese are in a dilemma of double otherness, in the host society and in the society of their 
original culture. Under such double otherness, they become to feel confused and helpless 
about their identity and “who they are”.104 The author used to work as a bilingual guide in the 
Overseas Chinese Museum and met about 150 groups of Overseas Chinese students coming 
from Southeast Asia to seek their Chinese roots. Most of the students were in junior school, 
some were even younger. Instead of showing great interest of Chinese culture, most of them 
seemed a little confused and showed blank faces since most of them did not speak Chinese 
and found it hard to understand nouns like the Silk Road, the revolution of 1911 or the anti-
Japanese war which are common sense for native Chinese students. During the one-year 
working period, the author used to make a test by asking 100 Overseas Chinese students about 
their identity after they had finished visiting the Overseas Chinese Museum. When the author 
asked “who do you think you are”, approximately 10% students said they are Chinese firmly, 
10% students said they are still Philippine, Malaysian, Thai or Singaporean. 30% of them said 
they don’t know and 50% students replied “both” accompanied with words like “probably” or 
“maybe”. They thought they were Philippine, Malaysian, Thai or Singaporean, but they were 
also Chinese. Even if they are second and third generation Overseas Chinese, and the world 
has become more open than it was in 18th and 19th century, they can still experience failure of 
thorough integration into the host society due to their race and they may still hear the history 
of Chinese exclusion from their parents and grandparents. Hence they return to their Chinese 
origin being pushed by the “roots seeking fever”. However, since they are more or less 
assimilated by foreign culture, such integration dilemma and roots seeking fever can only 
make them more confused and uncertain about their identity.  
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4. The Eagerness of Overseas Chinese for a Sense of Belonging 
 
Since Overseas Chinese is always an ethnic minority and cannot be completely accepted by 
the host society as natives, many of them start to feel homeless even if they have migrated 
abroad for a long time. This “homeless mind” is psychologically difficult to bear.105 Human 
beings are gregarious animals. Nobody can live alone without others, so the experience of 
being isolated and marginalized by the mainstream society can easily make Overseas Chinese 
feel lonely and unsafe. Hence they always attempt to belong to some organizations, 
communities or any kind of social circles which can tell them that they are not on their own in 
the foreign nation. For instance, almost every Overseas Chinese join at least two Overseas 
Chinese chatting groups on wechat, a social media which is similar to what’s app, even if 
most of them do not know each other in the chatting groups. Although most time they just 
chat freely and cannot get much useful information from these social media groups, they still 
feel they are not alone because they are tied by Chinese bloodline. What they desire is 
actually the sense of belonging which can hardly get from natives in the host society. It is the 
social fact that Overseas Chinese are marginalized in the host society that leads to their loss of 
the sense of belonging. 
 
4.1 Definition of the Sense of Belonging 
Sense of belonging occurs when a person is accepted by another group of people. Besides, it 
may also happen when a person returns home and unites with his family members. People who 
have the sense of belonging feel safe psychologically. Furthermore, sense of belonging is a 
component of relatedness and connectedness among an individual, family or social group, a 
basic need which is placed third in Maslow’s hierarchy.106 Maslow described human needs 
into five stages: physiological, safety, love/belonging, esteem and self-actualization. It is also a 
sense of personal involvement in a social system so that persons feel themselves to be an 
indispensable and integral part of the system.107 However, since host society still labels 
Overseas Chinese as foreigner rather than member of natives and cannot treat them same as 
natives, so it is hard for Overseas Chinese to find the sense of belonging from local society 
abroad. During the interview with Ms. Zhou, Professor of Shanghai International Studies 
University, she told the author that though she had lived in UK for six years and had 
completely adapted to British lifestyle including its food. But sometimes she still went to 
Chinese supermarket even if she didn’t need any food at all. When she saw bottles of Chinese 
soy sauce, Chinese chili sauce, dumplings and familiar Chinese food brands, she felt warm and 
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a sense of belonging. Ms. Zhou getting sense of belonging from Chinese supermarket shows 
that host society does not treat Overseas Chinese with same standard as natives. As she 
mentioned above that she did experience double standard towards Chinese and natives while 
pursuing her career in UK. Nowadays, invisible prejudice against Chinese still exists. 
According to the report of United States Census Bureau, no matter Asian immigrants or Asian 
Americans, their average income is 13% lower than their white peers.108 There is a glass 
ceiling for Overseas Chinese abroad. Moreover, Ms.Yan does integrate better into her 
Australian community after she got married with her Australian husband but she still admitted: 
“I have moved to Australia for more than 10 years, now I also celebrate their festivals like 
Christmas and Halloween with them. I love the atmosphere of Western festivals, but none of 
them can offer me strong sense of belonging other than Chinese Spring Festival.” Chinese 
immigrants abroad have their own ways to integrate into the host society, but it is impossible 
for them to be thoroughly accepted as the natives. Her daughter, though she grows up in 
Australia, she still got labeled as “Chinese girl” due to her Chinese face. The experience of 
Overseas Chinese is like pulling up a tree from the ground and replanting it on ground abroad. 
Even if it still bears fruits, they will not be as sweet and juicy as they were when the tree still 
rooted in the original ground. Last but not least, many first generation Overseas Chinese 
choose to bring their parents or relatives from China to the host society after they have settled 
down because when the whole family unite together they feel safe and the sense of belonging 
which is difficult to get during the process of integration. Their sense of belonging is primarily 
to their family and community---not to the state.109 During the interview with Ms. Li110 who 
runs a Chinese restaurant in Prague and has lived in Prague for more than 30 years, she told 
the author “I would not call Prague as “home” even if I came here since I was very young. I 
never feel I am part of Prague even after so many years, so two years ago I brought my family 
members to Prague, my parents, my sisters and brothers. Right now I feel at home only 
because I am with my family”. Therefore, no matter how long Overseas Chinese had lived in 
the host society, they still have strong desire for the sense of belonging which they can hardly 
acquire due to labeling and marginalization.  
 
4.2 The Loss of the Sense of Belonging of Overseas Chinese 
Unlike the experience of Hu people in Han area, who got fully accepted by the host society 
regardless of their descent, Overseas Chinese abroad did not receive equal treatments as 
natives, what’s worse, they even experience serious exclusion during Chinese exclusion 
movements. And their loss of the sense of belonging became more serious during such period. 
Their loss of the sense of belonging during exclusion movement can show the hardship of 
Overseas Chinese while integrating into the host society. In different countries Chinese 
exclusion movement broke out very often which always lasted for long period. Chinese 
exclusion movement was always accompanied with violence and bloodshed. Under the 
exclusion policies of Indian government, many Overseas Chinese shops, newspapers and 
schools were forced to close, bank assets of Overseas Chinese were frozen and many 
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Overseas Chinese were expelled, arrested and put into concentration camps.111 Besides, when 
a plague broke out in northeast China in 1911, thousands of Chinese were expelled from the 
Russian Far East on the pretext of stopping the spread of the disease. However, the 
xenophobic hysteria was stirred up by racist Russian politicians who saw the increasing 
Chinese population in the Russian Far East as a threat of the Yellow Peril and hence beat up 
the drum for deporting the Chinese.112 Under such cruel and ridiculous social condition, no 
matter how long Overseas Chinese had settled in the host society they became victim of racial 
discrimination and experienced expelling and exclusion immediately when Chinese exclusion 
movement burst out. No matter how native Overseas Chinese thought they were, exclusion 
movement would prove that they were still forever foreigner to the host society. Therefore, 
during such misery period, their loss of the sense of belonging became more serious. Their 
eagerness of sense of belonging became much stronger. There is more than 2000 years’ 
history of Chinese migrating to Vietnam which started from Qin Dynasty (221 BC). The 
population of Overseas Chinese in Vietnam amounted to 1800,000. However, since 1978 
Vietnam started to exclude Overseas Chinese in large scale. In Ho Chi Minh City even 
occurred many incidents of arresting and killing Chinese people. Vietnam government limited 
working of Overseas Chinese by demoting and dismissing them without any reasons. It also 
canceled the resident registration of Overseas Chinese, reduced and stopped their food supply 
which directly led to hard living of Chinese immigrants in Vietnam.113 Overseas Chinese were 
expelled to the territorial boundaries between Vietnam and China and forced to go back to 
China. On the way to the border, many Overseas Chinese were tortured and beat by Vietnam 
soldiers. Their money and personal belongings were also confiscated. Many old people and 
children suffered from hunger and illness.114 As Overseas Chinese in Vietnam were expelling 
and excluded, they were forced to leave the place where they used to view as home, and 
where they had lived for generations. Overseas Chinese not only lost their rights as Vietnam 
residents, but also their basic rights as humans. Under such Chinese exclusion movement, all 
sense of belongings which Overseas Chinese had long been constructed disappeared 
completely.  
Furthermore, even if it is not during special period like Chinese exclusion movement, 
overseas Chinese can still experience the loss of the sense of belonging due to marginalization 
and unequal treatments in the host society. They often revolved around common experiences. 
For example, they had been teased and taunted with what are described as the generic Asian 
racial slurs of “Chink” “Jap” “Gook” “Nip” and “slant eye”.115 The prejudice, discrimination, 
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marginalization and even racial exclusion in the host society towards Chinese immigrants can 
make Overseas Chinese feel homeless and cast shadow on their mind. Some people may be 
able to get out of the shadow temporarily and mitigate the miserable feeling of homeless 
while others may be trapped and tortured by such feeling for long time. During the interview 
with Ms. Yan, she said when she first went to Sydney she experienced discrimination against 
Chinese. She was driving that day, and suddenly another car passed her car, the woman in that 
car made her eyes slant and yelled at Ms. Yan “Chinese, go back to China”. When Ms. Yan 
recalled about this experience, she said that was impressive. Such miserable experience of 
being excluded will leave a shadow on her heart forever. The experience of Ms. Yan shows 
that exclusive attitude towards Chinese has deeply rooted to host society which makes 
Overseas Chinese hard to integrate into the host society. It was the standard in host society 
that judge the identity of immigrants by their race that infused Ms. Yan with the idea that she 
was forever foreigner to natives. The memory of being excluded left on her mind which was 
caused by racial discrimination and exclusion can never be thoroughly healed. In Australia, 
although the White Australia Policy has been abolished, some Australian today still hold 
discriminative and exclusive attitude towards ethnic minority like Chinese. Even if nowadays 
most politicians and humanist advocate “one world, one dream”, but some Australian still 
believe to keep Australia white and get Chinese out of Australia. Thus nowadays Overseas 
Chinese still find it difficult to be completely accepted by Australian society. Even in multi-
cultural places like university campus racial discrimination and exclusion against Chinese 
happens. In 2017, the “poster incident” happened in Melbourne University has aroused wide 
public concern in China. Actually it was not the first time that posters of racial discrimination 
against Overseas Chinese in Australia appeared in the campus of Melbourne University. 
These posters were put up on several teaching buildings which read that Chinese is prohibited 
to entry this teaching building or they will be deported. Moreover, there were also posters 
with huge slogans like “keep Australia white” and “Chinese get out of Australia”.  
 
Mr. Zhao116 who is now a master student in Melbourne University and also an immigrant in 
Australia said that during the poster incident last year, he felt he was an alien to his 
classmates. And he was absent for many courses because he did not dare to go out of his room 
for fear to be killed by white Australians. Because it was proved that the posters were made 
by an extreme white Australian organization called “Antipodean Resistance” and the slogan 
on its website says: “we’re the Hitlers you’ve been waiting for”. According to him, many of 
his Chinese friends in Australia have the experience of racial discrimination and unequal 
treatment especially those who speak Mandarin and come from mainland China. 
Nevertheless, what Mr. Zhao had been worried may not simply be a delusion because what he 
was worried about extreme racial discrimination did happen on another Chinese woman in 
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Australia. According Dailymail, on 3rd October, 2016, when an Overseas Chinese woman 
Song was walking dogs in Mosman, she encountered Steven Burke, a white Australian. He 
yelled at her: “Asian should go home” and then started to beat Song. Eventually Song was 
sent to hospitals by her friend with many fractures on her body. The experience of such 
violent and extreme racial discrimination has no doubt left deep psychological trauma on her 
mind.117 Therefore, although Australia is usually the first choice of Chinese immigrants 
because good air quality and social welfare system, the exclusive attitude towards Chinese by 
some white Australian extremists and the difficulty of integration are also the facts which are 
ignored by Australian government. Besides, although more and more Chinese people prefer to 
migrate to other nations for better education, air quality and food security, they should not 
ignore the fact that no matter how long they have lived in the host society and how deep they 
have been assimilated by local culture, they will still be forever foreigner to the host society 
and they will always on the way to seek the sense of belonging. 
 
4.3 Reliance on Religious Power for the Sense of Belonging  
Many Overseas Chinese turn to religious power for the sense of belonging which they cannot 
acquire from the host society. However, their reliance on religious power in turn implies their 
difficulties of integration into the host society. Religious power is like a spiritual pill which 
enables people to get rid of physical experience like exclusion and marginalization and turn to 
spiritual pursuit. In the world of religion, people may easily find a sense of belonging because 
they believe in same supernatural beings like God, Allah or Buddha. And it is more obvious 
among female believers. A study found that women who attended religious services had a 
stronger sense of belonging than women who did not attend services. And engaging in 
spiritual activities, such as attending religious services, may be more important for women’s 
sense of belonging than for men’s.118 Therefore, since Overseas Chinese cannot completely be 
accepted by host society and become marginalized sometimes, thus they always find it 
difficult to get the sense of belonging from the host society, many Overseas Chinese turn to 
religious power attempting to seek the sense of belonging from spiritual world. For instance, 
during the interview with Ms. Yan, she told the author that the first three years in Australia 
was hard since she felt it was difficult to integrate into the white Australian community. She 
didn’t believe in supernatural beings like God, Buddha or Allah when she was in China. 
However, during the starting period in Australia she always went to the church near her home. 
She said that indulging herself in the church did bring her the sense of belonging which she 
could hardly get from the white Australian community. When she sat quietly in the church she 
felt safe and the warmness of home. Now she has already converted to Christianity. Ms.Yan is 
not the only one who turns to religion while living abroad, many Overseas Chinese also rely 
on religious power to get the sense of belonging which they had been long for. For instance, 
in Malaysia the number of Chinese who turn to Islam increased from 1980s to 1990s. 
According to Malaysia population census, in 1980 there were 9686 Chinese Muslims in 
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Malaysia which accounted for 0.23% of the population of Overseas Chinese in Malaysia. But 
in 1991, the number of Chinese immigrant who believes in Islam in Malaysia reached to 
17117, which accounted for 0.37% of the population of Overseas Chinese in Malaysia.119 
Although Malaysian government claims to offer equal treatment to Overseas Chinese, 
Chinese immigrants still cannot be thoroughly accepted by Malaysian society because they 
are forever foreigner just like other Overseas Chinese around the world. Moreover, Islam 
advocates equal treatment of its believer regardless of their races and skin color. Thus 
Overseas Chinese believe that in the spiritual world of Islam, everyone is just Muslim and 
Allah will not discriminate them because they are Chinese. Being Muslim and believing in 
Islam provide them with a sense of belonging which they can hardly get in real word as 
immigrant. Furthermore, compared to those who believe in Islam in Malaysia, many Overseas 
Chinese in Western Europe choose to believe in major European religion, Catholicism. For 
example, the Overseas Chinese Catholic Church in Paris (Mission Catholique Chinoise de 
Paris) is established by Overseas Chinese in France in 1956 for Chinese immigrants who 
believe in or convert to Catholicism. Nevertheless, though Mission Catholique Chinoise de 
Paris is mainly consisted of Overseas Chinese, they are more active and positive than French 
people to keep the traditional ceremony of Catholicism. Normally French people just take a 
tree branch when they enter the church during the Palm Sunday. However, in 2009 Mission 
Catholique Chinoise de Paris also held activities like Via Crucis (way of cross)120 and palm 
branch parade for the Palm Sunday which had appealed many French to join the activities.121 
Although Overseas Chinese on France are ethnic minority who has difficulty to integrate into 
the mainstream French society, they build closer relationship with natives via Catholicism. 
They believe that the difference between natives and foreigner may disappear in front of Jesus 
Christ because at that time everyone is just devout Catholic. Through the pursuit of 
Catholicism, Overseas Chinese actually realize their pursuit of the sense of belonging. 
Moreover, during interviews believers in Mission Catholique Chinoise de Paris also agree that 
though it is hard for Overseas Chinese to integrate into the host society completely, believing 
in Catholicism does have help for integration.122 Finally, except for turning to major religions 
of the host society like Islam in Malaysia and Catholicism in France, many Overseas Chinese 
in Netherlands choose Buddhism as their way to seek for the sense of belonging even if 
Buddhism is not the major religion of Dutch society. According to Yunfang’s report, most 
Overseas Chinese in Netherlands are Buddhist. 75% of Chinese immigrants in Netherlands 
who come from Wenzhou province believe in Buddhism and the amount is even higher in 
Chinese groups who speak Cantonese.123 However, believing in Buddhism does not mean 
these Chinese immigrants are seeking for sense of belonging from Chinese culture. And they 
do not turn to religious power because they are eager to integrate into the host society. 
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Instead, what they are doing is seeking the sense of belonging in a simplified and pure world 
of Buddhism. They believe that Buddha has pointed the way to a new world where everyone 
is equal and kind. Therefore, the situation of Chinese Buddhist in Netherlands may be a little 
different from those who convert to major religion of the host society. Chinese Buddhists in 
Netherlands see clearly the fact that Overseas Chinese cannot be thoroughly accepted as 
natives in Dutch society, thus they no longer suffer from being marginalization and homeless. 
They turn to the spiritual world of Buddhism for the sense of belonging which they had 
always been pursuing in the real world. 
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Conclusion 
 
Do the Overseas Chinese feel integrated? The answer is no. It is difficult for Overseas 
Chinese to completely integrate into the host society no matter how hard they have tried to 
integrate or how natives they think they are. Because their obvious Chinese face, they are 
easily labeled as Chinese by natives in the host society and thus may experience 
marginalization and isolation as they are forever foreigner. Furthermore, since it is difficult 
for Overseas Chinese to integrate into the host society with their original identity as a Chinese 
immigrant, they must construct new identities which may be helpful for better integration. For 
instance, Overseas Chinese may construct a new identity as husband or wife of native through 
the way of intermarriage. They may start their own business to construct a new identity as 
supplier of goods and raw materials to local market. They may endeavor to pursue careers like 
engineer and lawyer which can make direct contribution to the host society and thus construct 
a new identity as useful people to the host society. They may invest money on railways, banks 
or schools in China and get support from Chinese government, thus to construct a new 
identity as successful Overseas Chinese entrepreneur who is supported by Chinese 
government. Last but not least, they may be active to take part in the political circle of the 
host society in order to construct a new identity as part of local political system. As long as 
Overseas Chinese become part of the political system of the host society can they speak out 
for themselves and reduce the marginalization of Chinese immigrants as possible as they can. 
However, construction of new identity is only a helpless choice of Overseas Chinese, which 
well reflects the standard in host societies to judge the identity of immigrant. And as for 
second and third generation Overseas Chinese, on the one hand, even if they grow up in the 
host society and get education there, they still get labeled by natives in the host society as 
Chinese and forever foreigner because of their yellow skin, black hair or almond-shaped eyes. 
As Chinese immigrant they may experience glass ceiling and unequal treatment while 
pursuing career or higher education. However, on the other hand, they do not feel they are 
tightly connected to their original culture, Chinese culture, because they are more or less 
assimilated by culture of the host society. Therefore, second and third generation Overseas 
Chinese begin to be confused and uncertain about who they are especially under the fever of 
root seeking. Except for marginalization in daily life, Overseas Chinese may even experience 
violent exclusion of Chinese immigrant during the period of Chinese exclusion movement. 
Hence, such hard living condition and integration dilemma of Overseas Chinese directly result 
in psychological trauma of Chinese immigrants and their loss of the sense of belonging. 
Eventually, some Overseas Chinese have to turn to religious power in order to pursue equality 
and sense of belonging in the virtual world of religion.  
Such standard to judge the identity of immigrants is negative and disadvantageous which will 
lead to isolation and marginalization of immigrants. Then what may be the optimal choice for 
the standard to judge the identity of immigrants? To the best knowledge of the author, it can 
be learned from the fusion of the Hu and Han nationalities in Chinese history during period of 
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Sui and Tang Dynasty. As Chen Yinke wrote in his book Draft essays on the origins of Sui 
and Tang institutions “All in all, issues related to Hu and Han nationalities in the history of 
Northern dynasty were actually about the fusion of the two nationalities rather than the 
descent of the two nationalities. In that time, the so called “Hu people” and “Han people” 
were distinguished by their cultural identities rather than their races, which means cultural 
identity outweighed descent and race.”124 At time, Han nationality as the host society 
welcomed Hu culture and Hu people. It also encouraged Hu people to learn Han culture. If Hu 
people are sinicized or held positive attitude to learn Han culture, they will be recognized 
same as natives and enjoy equal rights and opportunity as Han people. The standard to judge 
the identity of immigrants by racial identity was replaced by cultural identity. It was the 
fusion of different nationalities and nations that led to the development and prosperity of Tang 
Dynasty. Therefore, it is necessary for host societies and Chinese government to improve and 
solve the integration dilemma of Overseas Chinese in the host society.  
To begin with, from the perspective of Chinese government, it should avoid violent wars and 
trade wars with other countries as possible as it can, because such wars or disharmonious 
diplomatic relationship will stimulate the hatred and exclusive attitude towards Chinese and 
make Overseas Chinese become the sacrificial lamb. For example, the Sino-Indian War or the 
Sino-Indian Border Conflict in 1962 had brought unprecedented disaster to Overseas Chinese 
in India as many of them were put into jail or forced to escape from the place where they had 
long lived.125 As for today, during the trade dispute between China and United States, Chinese 
government should also take Overseas Chinese in the Unites States into consideration, since 
economic and interest conflict will definitely lead to hostile attitude of Americans towards 
China and Chinese. Besides, Chinese government is also supposed to support Overseas 
Chinese NGOs (non-governmental organization) for better integration of Chinese immigrants, 
like the British Chinese Project which aims at cultivating mutual understanding and 
cooperation between Chinese and UK society.  
Furthermore, from the perspective of host societies, public authorities, mainly local councils 
should funnel more services directly to the Chinese, through information campaigns, use of 
bilingual staff where appropriate.126 Moreover, it may be beneficial for host societies to hold 
cultural exchange activities and fellowship parties for Overseas Chinese and natives in the 
host society which may promote deeper communication and understanding between Chinese 
immigrants and natives. Besides, on the one hand, media in host societies should introduce 
Chinese culture to native people using local language and encourage more natives to take part 
in Chinese festival activities. On the other hand, media of foreign countries should reduce the 
stereotype image of Chinese people on media, for example, Chinese take-out boy or Chinese 
man who plays kung fu. The image of Overseas Chinese deserves to be showed in a better and 
more comprehensive way.  
Finally, from the perspective of Overseas Chinese, Overseas Chinese media in host societies 
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are also supposed to do more propaganda about the culture, religion or festival of the host 
society using the Chinese language and encourage more Chinese immigrants to join native 
festival activities and celebrations. What’s more, Overseas Chinese media is also the key to 
changing the perceptions of foreign media (particularly in the West, Africa and the Pacific), 
which often label the Overseas Chinese as a problem. Propaganda efforts seek to reduce 
jealousy or fears of economic or political domination amongst locals by underscoring China’s 
liberalization and economic development.127  
All in all, this paper aims to enhance understanding of the difficulty of integration into the 
host society faced by Overseas Chinese and tries to make some suggestion which may help to 
improve the hard situation of Overseas Chinese. As long as host societies no longer decide the 
identity of immigrants by race and descent, Overseas Chinese can stop being labeled as 
Chinese and forever foreigner and get rid of the racial label which has been tagged on 
Overseas Chinese for long time. Just like what Christine Lee said: “I have a dream that one 
day in host societies there will be representatives of Overseas Chinese in every social class, 
there will be Overseas Chinese senators in congress, there will be Overseas Chinese principals 
in schools, there will be Overseas Chinese master of ceremonies on TV, there will be 
Overseas Chinese working in areas like hospitals, educational institutions, media and public 
service. And Overseas Chinese will not encounter any obstacles and discrimination while they 
are living abroad.”128  
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Appendix 
 
Structured Interview Questions: 
 
 Why did you migrate to … 
 Have you felt discrimination or injustice abroad, because of you are Chinese? 
 Do you consider yourself same as local people in the host society after living there for such long time? 
 Do you have any methods to protect yourself from being discriminated? 
 Do you think speaking local language helps immigrants while integrating into the host society? 
 Do you consider yourself as second-class citizen in the host society? 
 Are there any ways that may help new immigrants to better integrate into the host society? 
 Have you changed your living habits in order to integrate into the local society? 
 Have you joined any local organizations? Like overseas Chinese association or Christian church? 
 What do you think of the advantages and disadvantages of intermarriage between Chinese and natives in the 
host society? 
 Do you want to stay abroad when you are old or you hope to come back to China, your home country one 
day? 
 Does the development of China’s social media and transportation make some changes to your life while 
living abroad? 
 While living abroad, when can you feel the sense of warmness? Local festivals or traditional Chinese 
festival? 
 Have you got the PR? Was getting the PR your goal in the past? 
 Nowadays many countries require immigrants to take integration test before they apply for PR. Do you think 
such test is actually forcing immigrants to learn local culture of the host society? 
 Do you still have family members living in China? How often do you contact them? Do you care about news 
in China? 
 You grow up in the host society, and you speak fluently both Chinese and local language. Have you felt that 
you are still different with natives or you felt you are totally same with your white classmates, and when can 
you feel that? 
